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๏ Ultra-high-energy (UHE) 
Cosmic Ray (CR) detection in 
Argentina 

๏  Earth-Skimming (ES) shower: 
Surface Detector (SD) 

๏  Steep up-going (UG) shower: 
Fluorescence Detector (FD)
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✴ Anomaly: 2 UG showers and 4 ES showers by ANITA 
✴ Performance of BSM constraint by Auger FD + SD
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FD-UG: Null-observation 
SD-ES: Null-observation

BSM   /  scenario constraint→ ντ τ

๏ [7] propose to explain ANITA-IV events 
by introducing BSM  -like model 
(1-100 EeV).  

๏ BSM particle can generate a long-lived 
particle, like , which can decay 
(energy-independent T) and doesn’t 
have energy loss. 

๏ The null-observation at IceCube set a 
constraint to the parameter space 
with an allowed region.  

๏ Regeneration  ( -like  BSM  -like, 
) is considered . 

๏ Best fit: =  cm2, T = 

 s, and Φ = 1.8 km−2 day−1.
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σBSM 8.9 × 10−33

1.3 × 10−3

BSM  -like scenario→ τ

Auger Shower energy Theta Time Max Hsh

FD-UG [1] > 1017 eV 110° - 180° 14 yrs × 14% ~9 km
SD-ES [2] > 1016.5 eV 90° - 95° 9.6 equivalent yrs ~2.5 km

 or -likeτ τ

Exposure

BSM particle propagation 
with  exiting to the groundτ

 decay 
probability 

τ  decay detection 
efficiency 

τ

~3000 km2

Monte Carlo 
 and  propagation: NuTauSim [3] 

 decay: TAUOLA [4] 
 decay products first interaction depth: CONEX [5] 

FD-UG and SD-ES exposure:  [6]
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Solution

๏ The Null-observations of FD-UG and SD-ES exclude the allowed region of BSM  -like 
infered from the Null-observation of IceCube. :-)
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ReferenceConclusion
๏ The Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to up-going 

showers in FD and SD. 
๏ Recently, null-observations of UG shower in FD were 

found and are now extended to ES shower in SD. 
๏ Model independent scenarios with BSM   and BSM 

  have been well constrained. 
๏  flux upper limits has been given: these limits can be 

converted to any  related scenario. 
๏ BSM  -like interpreted for the four anomalous 

events in ANITA-IV has been ruled out by using FD-UG 
and SD-ES data.
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๏ FD can set the strongest integral flux constraint to BSM flux about   
( ) at  ~ . SD can reduce the integral upper limit to  

 ( ) at  , which is 3.5 orders of magnitude below the 
measured UHECR flux in the same range of energies (E>0.1 EeV), thereby constraining also the 
production  ( ) for the case of BSM   (BSM  ) at 90% C.L.

7 × 10−5 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1

E−2 σBSM 10−33 cm2 6 × 10−9

GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 E−2 σBSM ≳ 10−32 cm2

σUHECR
BSM ≲ 0.2 mb 0.1 mb → ντ → τ

๏ 50-km  generation flux:   generated more than 50 km underground can’t escape the Earth. 
๏ Surface  flux: upper limits of  flux on the ground. 
๏ These upper limits can be converted to any  related scenarios.
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